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Fractality of the nonequilibrium stationary states of open volume-preserving systems.
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Deterministic diffusive systems, such as the periodic Lorentz gas, multibaker map, as well as spatially
periodic systems of interacting particles, have nonequilibrium stationary states with fractal properties when put
in contact with particle reservoirs at their boundaries. We study the macroscopic limits of these systems and
establish a correspondence between the thermodynamics of the macroscopic diffusion process and the fractality
of the stationary states that characterize the phase-space statistics. In particular the entropy production rate is
recovered from first principles using a formalism due to Gaspard 关J. Stat. Phys. 88, 1215 共1997兲兴. This paper
is the first of two; the second article considers the influence of a uniform external field on such systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the microscopic origin of entropy production has been one of the core issues of nonequilibrium statistical physics. Already in 1902, Gibbs 关1兴 described a
mechanism by which the entropy can increase toward its
equilibrium value under the assumption that the microscopic
dynamics of mechanical systems obeying Newton’s equations are mixing. The mixing would indeed allow coarsegrained probabilities to reach their equilibrium values after a
long time, a result that has received a rigorous meaning in
the context of modern ergodic theory 关2兴. The use of the
coarse-grained entropy of a physical system, which is the
second ingredient of Gibbs’ mechanism, is justified by the
fact that if the entropy should be given according to Boltzmann by the logarithm of the number of complexions of a
system, then the introduction of cells of nonvanishing sizes
is required to perform the counting of complexions in systems described by continuous coordinates.
The program setup by Gibbs has taken on a new perspective in recent years with its systematic application to chaotic
deterministic volume-preserving dynamical systems sustaining a transport process of diffusion, which therefore fall under the scope of Liouville’s theorem 关3–9兴. In previous
works, both nonequilibrium stationary states and relaxation
to equilibrium were considered, with the common thread that
transport processes are intimately connected to singularities
of the nonequilibrium measures, characterized by phasespace distributions with fractal properties.
This line of work parallels another close but different line
which uses the ideas and methods of the ergodic theory of
smooth dynamical systems 关10–12兴. In this context the nonequilibrium stationary states are Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen states,
whose fractality results from the contraction of phase-space
volumes through a time-reversible dissipative mechanism,
usually in the form of Gaussian isokinetic 关13兴 or NoséHoover thermostats 关14,15兴.
A specific example of the systems of interest to us is the
periodic Lorentz gas, in which moving particles diffuse
through a lattice, interacting only with fixed scatterers. A
1539-3755/2009/80共2兲/021126共12兲

useful simplification of this process is the multibaker map,
which is a simple model of deterministic diffusion for a
tracer particle with chaotic dynamics. Other higher dimensional examples are spatially periodic extensions of systems
with many interacting particles, where the motion of a
tagged particle is followed as it undergoes diffusion among
the cells.
In Refs. 关8,9兴, these models were studied in the context of
relaxation to equilibrium. It was shown in these papers that
the initial nonequilibrium distribution function rapidly develops a fractal structure in phase space due to the chaotic nature of the dynamics. This structure is such that variations in
the distribution function on arbitrarily fine scales grow as the
system evolves in time. The final stages of the approach to
equilibrium are then controlled by the decay of fractal microscopic hydrodynamic modes of the system—in this case
diffusive modes—which decay with time as exp共−Dk2t兲,
where k is a wave number associated to the macroscopic
hydrodynamic decay, D is the diffusion coefficient, and t is
the time. It is possible to express the rate of entropy production in this final stage in terms of measures which are determined by the nonequilibrium phase-space distribution, specified by the fractal hydrodynamic modes. The main result is
that one obtains by this method exactly the expression for the
rate of entropy production as given by irreversible thermodynamics for these systems 关16兴. The source of this agreement can be traced to the role played by the fractal hydrodynamic modes, both for requiring a coarse graining of the
phase space to properly incorporate the effects of their fractal
properties on entropy production in the system as well as for
describing the slowest decay of the system as it relaxes to
equilibrium.
The purpose of this paper is to consider in further detail
the nonequilibrium stationary states of multibaker maps and
Lorentz gases which occur when their absorbing boundaries
are put in contact with particle reservoirs 关17兴, as well as to
extend these considerations to tagged particle diffusion in
spatially periodic systems of interacting particles. In the
macroscopic limit, we establish the connections between the
statistics of these deterministic systems and the phenomeno-
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logical prescriptions of thermodynamic. Though the stationary states of multibaker maps and Lorentz gases have been
considered in some details 共see especially 关18兴兲, the problem
of computing the entropy production associated to the nonequilibrium stationary state has thus far been limited to the
example of the multibaker map 关4兴. Here we emphasize the
similarities between the stationary states of multibaker maps,
Lorentz gases, and spatially periodic many particle systems,
undergoing steady mass flows, and show how the formalism
described in 关9兴 yields an ab initio derivation of the entropy
production rate in all these systems.
This paper is the first of two. In the second paper 关19兴, we
will consider the Galton board 关20,21兴, which is to be understood in this context as a periodic finite horizon Lorentz gas
with a uniform external field and no dissipation mechanism.
As was recently proved by Chernov and Dolgopyat 关22,23兴,
this system is recurrent and therefore has no drift. We will
show how one can characterize equilibrium and nonequilibrium stationary states of such a system much in the same
way as with the periodic Lorentz gas we consider in this
paper.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we review
the phenomenology of nonequilibrium diffusive systems and
their entropy production. Then, starting from the Liouvillian
evolution of phase-space distributions, we construct the nonequilibrium stationary states of open periodic Lorentz gases
in Sec. III, as well as of multibaker maps in Sec. IV, and
show how such stationary states naturally separate between
regular and singular parts. While the regular parts have the
form of a local equilibrium and allow, in the continuum limit,
to retrieve the phenomenological solution of a diffusive system undergoing a mass flow, the singular parts have no macroscopic counterpart and encode the dynamical details of the
systems’ diffusive properties. In Sec. V, these results are extended to systems of many interacting particles with nonequilibrium flux boundary conditions. Under the assumption
that the dynamics of these systems is chaotic, their stationary
states are shown to have properties similar to those of multibaker maps and Lorentz gases. The singular part of the stationary states is at the origin of the entropy production rate,
as is explained in Sec. VI, where the phenomenological entropy production rate is retrieved from ab initio considerations. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. VII.
II. PHENOMENOLOGY

The thermodynamics of deterministic models of diffusion
such as the Lorentz gas and multibaker map to be discussed
below was extensively reviewed by Gaspard et al. in 关24兴. In
these models, independent tracer particles mimic matter exchange processes of binary mixtures, i.e., the process of mutual diffusion between the light tracer particles and the infinitely heavy particles that constitute the background.
In such systems, the irreversible production of entropy
arises from gradients in the density of tracer particles. For a
dilute system, the resulting thermodynamic force is

ជ 共Xជ ,t兲 = −
X

ជ P共Xជ ,t兲
ⵜ
ជ ,t兲
P共X

,

共1兲

ជ , t兲 denotes the density of tracer particles at posiwhere P共X
tion Xជ and time t. Here the Boltzmann constant is set to

unity. Close to equilibrium, in the linear range of irreversible
processes, the corresponding current is proportional to the
thermodynamic force and given by Fick’s law of diffusion
according to

ជ 共Xជ ,t兲 = − Dⵜ
ជ P共Xជ ,t兲,
J

共2兲

where D is the coefficient of diffusion of tracer particles
共assumed to be uniform兲. In this limit, the condition of mass
ជ , t兲 + ⵜ
ជ ·J
ជ 共Xជ , t兲 = 0, transposes into the
conservation, tP共X
Fokker-Planck equation,

tP共Xជ ,t兲 = Dⵜ2P共Xជ ,t兲.

共3兲

The product of the thermodynamic force and current
yields the rate of local irreversible production of entropy,

ជ ,t兲
diS共X
dt

ជ 共Xជ ,t兲 · X
ជ 共Xជ ,t兲 = D
=J

ជ P共Xជ ,t兲兴2
关ⵜ
ជ ,t兲
P共X

⬎ 0.

共4兲

Our goals in the next sections will be to analyze the statistics of deterministic models of diffusion, identify the conditions under which their statistical evolution reduces to the
evolution of macroscopic densities as described by Eq. 共3兲,
and analyze the microscopic origins of the production of
entropy prescribed according to Eq. 共4兲, which manifest
themselves in the fractality of the stationary states of these
models.
III. OPEN PERIODIC LORENTZ GAS

In this section, we consider a two-dimensional finite horizon periodic Lorentz gas with hexagonal symmetry in the
shape of a cylindrical Lorentz channel of length L, with periodic boundary conditions in the y direction and absorbing
boundaries at x = ⫾ L / 2. Though some of the results presented in this section are original, for the most part this material is a review of existing results that can be found in Ref.
关18兴 and references therein.
The geometry of the channel is displayed in Fig. 1 with a
typical trajectory. The channel consists of a cylinder of
length L = Nl and height 冑3l with disks Dn, −N ⱕ n ⱕ N, of
radii , 冑3 / 4 ⬍  / l ⬍ 1 / 2. Assuming N is even, the disks’
centers take positions,
共xn,y n兲 =

再

共nl/2,0兲,

n odd

共nl/2, ⫾ 冑3l/2兲, n even,

冎

共5兲

where the disks at y = ⫾ 冑3l / 2 are identified. We will also
denote by In the cylinder region around each disk Dn,
In = 兵共x,y兲兩共n − 1/2兲l/2 ⱕ x ⱕ 共n + 1/2兲l/2其.

共6兲

Thus the interior of the cylinder, where particles propagate
N
I n ∖ D n.
freely, is made up of the union 艛n=−N
The associated phase space, defined on a constant energy
N
Cn, where Cn = S1 丢 关In ∖ Dn兴 and the unit
shell, is C = 艛n=−N
1
circle S represents all the possible velocity directions. Particles are reflected with elastic collision rules on the border
C, except at the external borders, corresponding to x
= ⫾ L / 2, where they get absorbed. Points in phase space are
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FIG. 1. Cylindrical Lorentz channel with periodic boundary conditions at the upper and lower borders. The length of the channel is L,
with N being identical cells of widths l and heights 冑3l / 2, Nl ⬅ L, each containing two disks. The disks have radii  = 0.44l and are
positioned at points 共x , y兲 = 共nl / 2 , 0兲, n = −N + 1 , −N + 3 , . . . , N − 1 and 共nl / 2 , ⫾ 冑3l / 2兲, n = −N , −N + 2 , . . . , N − 2 , N. The trajectory displayed is
that of a particle which initially starts at unit velocity from the left-hand boundary and is eventually absorbed as it reaches the right-hand
boundary. Arrows on the upper and lower borders indicate points where the trajectory winds around the cylinder.

denoted by ⌫, ⌫ = 共x , y , vx , vy兲, with fixed energy E ⬅ 共v2x
+ v2y 兲 / 2, and trajectories by ⌽t⌫, with ⌽t as the flow associated to the dynamics of the Lorentz channel.
The collision map takes the point ⌫ = 共x , y , vx , vy兲 苸 C to
⌽⌫ = 共x⬘ , y ⬘ , vx⬘ , v⬘y 兲 苸 C, where  is the time that separates
the two successive collisions with the border of the Lorentz
channel C and 共vx⬘ , v⬘y 兲 is obtained from 共vx , vy兲 by the usual
rules of specular collisions. Given that the energy E is fixed,
the collision map operates on a two-dimensional surface,
which, given that the collision takes place on disk n, is conveniently parametrized by the Birkhoff coordinates 共n , n兲,
where n specifies the angle along the border of disk n that
the trajectory makes at collision with it and n is the sine of
the angle that the particle velocity makes with respect to the
outgoing normal to the disk after the collision.

stricted to the constant energy surface. Thus  denotes the
velocity angle, and the velocities are vx = 冑2E cos  and vy
= 冑2E sin . The densities in the four- and three-dimensional
phase spaces are related according to 共⌫ , t兲 = 共⌫E , t兲␦关E
− 共v2x + v2y 兲 / 2兴.
A remarkable result 关25兴 is that the invariant solution of
this equation, compatible with the boundary conditions 关Eq.
共7兲兴, is given, for almost every phase point ⌫E, by

共⌫E兲 =
=

冋

+ + − + − −
x共⌫E兲 +
+
2
L
+ + − + − −
+
2
L

再

K共⌫E兲

⫻ x共⌫E兲 +
A. Nonequilibrium stationary state

In order to set up a nontrivial stationary state, we assume
that a flux of trajectories is continuously flowing through the
boundaries or equivalently that the probability flux through
the boundaries is constant. For systems of noninteracting
tracer particles such as those considered in this paper,
whether flows or maps, this can be achieved by putting the
boundaries in contact with particle reservoirs such that the
phase-space density at x = ⫾ L / 2 is fixed according to constant values,

冉

共⌫,t兲兩x=⫾L/2 ⬀ ␦ E −

冊

v2x + v2y
⫾ ,
2

共7兲

冕

d⌫⬘␦共⌫ − ⌽t⌫⬘兲共⌫⬘,0兲.

共8兲

C

In what follows and unless stated otherwise, we will consider
the three-dimensional phase-space points ⌫E = 共x , y , 兲, re-

−T共⌫E兲

dtẋ共⌽t⌫E兲

0

册

冎

关x共⌽−tk⌫E兲 − x共⌽−tk−1⌫E兲兴 . 共9兲

In these expressions, x共⌫E兲 denotes the projection of the
phase point ⌫E on the horizontal axis and T共⌫E兲 is the time it
takes the phase point ⌫E to reach the system boundary backward in time, i.e., such that x共⌽−T共⌫E兲⌫E兲 = ⫾ L / 2. As written
in the second line, the time T共⌫E兲 elapses in K共⌫E兲 successive collisions separated by time intervals n such that tk is
the time elapsed after k collision events, viz., 兺kj=1 j = tk. ObThe
difference
x共⌽−tk⌫E兲
viously
tK共⌫E兲 = T共⌫E兲.
−tk−1
⌫E兲 is the displacement along the x axis between
− x共⌽
two successive collisions.
In the limit of infinite number of cells N, the number of
collisions for the trajectory to reach the boundaries becomes
infinite so that the invariant density can be written as

corresponding to particle injection rates from the two ends of
the channel at x = ⫾ L / 2. All the injected particles have the
same energy E = 共v2x + v2y 兲 / 2 and uniform distributions of velocity angles. The evolution of the phase-space density  is
otherwise specified by Liouville’s equation or, equivalently,
by the action of the Frobenius-Perron operator, P̂t, determined according to

共⌫,t兲 = P̂t共⌫,0兲 ⬅

兺
k=1

冕

共⌫E兲 =

+ + − + − −
+
2
L

再

⬁

冎

⫻ x共⌫E兲 + 兺 关x共⌽−tk⌫E兲 − x共⌽−tk−1⌫E兲兴 .
k=1

共10兲

The two contributions to this expression represent the mean
linear density profile along the axis plus fluctuations. Notice
that the linear profile is itself the sum of two contributions,
the first one being the equilibrium density and the second
one being a gradient term. These stationary states are known
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1.0

after Lebowitz and MacLennan 关26,27兴. As noted in 关25兴, the
fluctuations form the singular part of the invariant density,
which builds up according to which of the two boundaries
the phase point is mapped to.

Xn 

0.8
0.6

0.2

The linear part of the invariant density profile 关Eq. 共9兲兴
has its origin in the diffusion process which takes place at the
phenomenological level. Indeed, in the continuum limit, the
phase-space density reduces to the macroscopic density distribution P共X , t兲, whose evolution is described by Eq. 共3兲,
with macroscopic position variable X and diffusion coefficient D, which can, in principle, be determined from the
underlying dynamics.
In order to obtain Eq. 共3兲 from the Liouvillian evolution
关Eq. 共8兲兴, we let l → 0 and N → ⬁ with Nl = L fixed. All other
quantities are fixed, in particular the particle velocity, which
is taken to be unity in the length units of L. In that limit, the
macroscopic density can be obtained from the phase-space
density by averaging over phase-space regions such that the
position variables x共⌫兲 are identified with the macroscopic
position variable X, here denoted Xn and identified with the
cell Cn,

0.0

1
l

冕

d⌫共⌫,t兲.

共11兲

Cn

Note that the volume element is here and throughout assumed to be properly normalized, i.e., 兰Cnd⌫ = l.
Given nonequilibrium flux boundary conditions with the
stationary state 关Eq. 共10兲兴, the only contribution to the particle density P共Xn兲 is the linear part, which, in the continuum
limit, yields the stationary solution to Eq. 共3兲, namely,
P共X兲 =

P+ + P−
2

+

X
共P+ − P−兲,
L

共12兲

where P⫾ is equal to ⫾ up to a volume factor and specifies
the boundary conditions P共⫾L / 2兲.
The singular part of the invariant density, on the other
hand, has no macroscopic counterpart. Its integration over
the cell indeed vanishes by isotropy of the underlying dynamics. Nonetheless, as we will demonstrate shortly, it bears
essential information pertaining to the microscopic origin of
entropy production.
In that respect, the phenomenological entropy production
rate 关Eq. 共4兲兴 can be written as
diS共X兲
dt

=D

关XP共X兲兴2
P共X兲

=

D

共P+ − P−兲2

L2

X
Peq + 共P+ − P−兲
L

,

共13兲

where we denoted Peq = 共P+ + P−兲 / 2.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Nonequilibrium stationary density of the
Lorentz channel obtained for a cylinder of length L = 1, with 51
disks 共N = 25兲. The solid line is P共X兲 = 1 / 2 − X, the solution of Eq.
共12兲, with P− = 1 and P+ = 0. Notice that the leftmost and rightmost
disks are only half disks. Hence the strong boundary effects.

and a singular fluctuating part. For the sake of the numerical
computation, we let L ⬅ 1 and consider a channel with 2N
+ 1 disks, N = 25, the leftmost and rightmost ones being only
half disks. The macroscopic position X, −L / 2 ⱕ X ⱕ L / 2, will
be identified with the cells Cn about the corresponding disks,
letting Xn = nl / 2, −N ⱕ n ⱕ N. We then fix the injection rates
⫾ and let − ⬎ 0 and + = 0 so as to have P− = 1 and P+ = 0
for the corresponding macroscopic quantities.
Having fixed the geometry of the channel and the injection rates, we compute the invariant phase-space density
共⌫兲 in terms of the corresponding density of the collision
map, also called the Birkhoff map, which takes trajectories
from one collision event with a disk to the next one. This is
indeed much easier since the numerical integration of the
Lorentz gas relies on an event driven algorithm corresponding to integrating the collision map. The conversion between
the two phase-space densities is here trivial because the time
scales are uniform.
Thus the linear part of the invariant density is computed
by considering a large set of initial conditions injected into
the channel from the left end and integrating them until they
reach either ends of the channel, thus exiting the system. In
the meantime, we record the number of collisions each particle performs with each disk, the ensemble average of which
approximates the stationary distribution P共Xn兲. Provided N is
sufficiently large and n is not too close to the channel boundaries, this ensemble average is expected to approximate
P共X兲, as specified by Eq. 共12兲. The result is displayed in Fig.
2 and is adjusted by an overall constant so as to match P−
= 1 共and P+ = 0兲. The agreement is very good.
The singular part of the density can also be computed in
terms of the statistics of the collision map. For the sake of
characterizing this quantity, we notice that the equilibrium
Lorentz gas 共a single disk on an hexagonal cell with periodic
boundary conditions兲 preserves the Liouville measure,
d⌫ = dxdydvxdvy = dEdtdd = dEd⌫E ,

C. Numerical results

We can verify numerically that the invariant density of the
Lorentz channel has form 共9兲, with a linear part given by the
stationary solution of the Fokker-Planck equation 关Eq. 共12兲兴

共14兲

where  and  are the Birkhoff coordinates and t is an additional coordinate giving the position since the last collision
in the units of time.
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FIG. 3. Fractal structure of the phase portraits of an open cylindrical Lorentz channel with absorbing boundaries at its ends. The plots are
histograms of the phase space attached to a given disk, computed over grids of 500⫻ 500 cells, and counting the average collision rates of
many trajectories on that disk. Trajectories are computed one after the other, from their injections, here at the left boundary only, to their
subsequent absorption upon their first passage to either of the left and right boundaries. The corresponding disk labels n = 25, . . . , 50 are
indicated in the respective figures. The geometry of the channel is that shown in Fig. 1. The color white, associated to higher counting rates,
corresponds to the injection of particles from the left boundary. Black areas, on the other hand, correspond to the absence of injection from
the right boundary. Hues of gray are associated to phase-space regions whose points are mapped backward to both left and right borders.
Disk 50 is the one before last, hence the noticeable differences on that figure with respect to the other ones, reflecting the proximity of the
right boundary. The corresponding overall densities 关Eq. 共11兲兴 are shown in Fig. 2.

For the open Lorentz gas, we associate to each disk a pair
of Birkhoff coordinates, 共n , n兲, and record each collision
event in a histogram. The results, displayed in Fig. 3, show
the fractality of the fluctuating part of the invariant density,
with boundary effects vanishing exponentially fast with respect to the distance of the disk to the channel boundaries.
We will see in Sec. VI that the fractality of the stationary
measure displayed in Fig. 3 is responsible for the entropy
production rate that is associated to the mass current in the
open Lorentz gas with flux boundary conditions.

third, replace the reflection rules at the collisions by a simple
Bernoulli-type angle-doubling rule, which decides which direction the particle goes to. Assuming the system length L to
be an integer multiple of the cell size l, which for the sake of
the argument we take to be L = 共N + 1兲l with N even, tracer
dynamics of the Lorentz channel are replaced by the mapping on 兵−N / 2 , . . . , N / 2其 丢 关0 , l兴2, given by

B0:共n,x,y兲 哫

IV. MULTIBAKER MAP

The analytic derivation of the entropy production rate
关Eq. 共13兲兴, relying on the fractality of the invariant measure
关Eq. 共10兲兴, can be achieved with the multibaker map. This is
a simple model of deterministic diffusion that can be thought
of as a caricature of the dynamics of the Lorentz gas described above. This model was originally introduced in 关28兴,
its nonequilibrium stationary state and relation to thermodynamics analyzed in 关3兴, and the derivation of the entropy
production rate described in 关4兴.
The basic idea which underlies the similarity with the
Lorentz channel is threefold. First, let the positions take discrete lattice positions, such as the cells Cn of the channel;
second, assume that the collision times n are all identical
and denoted by , which we leave arbitrary for now; and,

再

n2

共n − 1,2x,y/2兲,

0 ⱕ x ⬍ l/2

关n + 1,2x − l,共y + l兲/2兴, l/2 ⱕ x ⬍ l,

n1

n

n1

冎

共15兲

n2

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Multibaker map 关Eq. 共15兲兴. Each cell has
area l2, with coordinates 共x , y兲, and is labeled by an integer −N / 2
ⱕ n ⱕ N / 2.
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⌳共n,x,y兲 ⬅

再

− l, 0 ⱕ x ⬍ l/2
+ l, l/2 ⱕ x ⬍ l.

冎

Given flux boundary conditions, a nonequilibrium stationary state similar to that of Eq. 共9兲 sets in, with a singular part
given in terms of the sum of the successive displacements
the tracer makes before it reaches the outer boundaries and
gets absorbed. The x position now becomes a lattice coordinate n and the change in positions between collisions in the
displacement 关Eq. 共16兲兴, so that the stationary state density
reads

冋

⌳共B−k
兺
0 ⌫兲
k=1

册

, 共17兲

where n共⌫兲 denotes the projection of ⌫ along the integer
axis.
Since the sum over the successive displacements is a
highly singular function of ⌫, it is convenient to introduce a
better behaved characterization of the invariant density in
terms of cumulative functions. Thus let ⌫ = 共n , x , y兲 with 0
ⱕ x , y ⬍ l. We define the set 关29兴
Cn共x,y兲 = 兵共x⬘,y ⬘兲兩0 ⱕ x⬘ ⬍ x, 0 ⱕ y ⬘ ⬍ y其.

共18兲

x

3
5

l
4

1
5

0

0
0

1
4

1
2

=

冕

冋

+

Cn共x,y兲

d⌫共⌫兲

册

+ + −
nl xy
+ 共  + −  −兲
2
L l2
+ − −
L

冕

Cn共x,y兲

K共⌫兲

d⌫ 兺 ⌳共B−k
0 ⌫兲.

共19兲

k=1

Here we again assumed normalization of the volume element, d⌫ = dxdy / l2.
It can be shown 关3兴 that the expression above reduces to

冉冊

xy 共+ − −兲
y
n共x,y兲 = n 2 +
xTn
,
l
L
l
where the linear part of the invariant density is

3
4

l
4

0

1

(b)

y

l
2

3l
4

l

y

FIG. 5. 共a兲 Takagi function 共25兲 characterizes the fluctuations of
the nonequilibrium stationary state associated to the multibaker map
under flux boundary conditions. 共b兲 The singularity of the invariant
density of the multibaker map 关Eq. 共17兲兴 can be visualized by measuring the local slopes of Takagi function 共25兲 at a given scale, here
dy = 1 / 512. This histogram can be compared to those obtained for
the Lorentz channel 共Fig. 3兲. All are smooth along the unstable
manifolds and singular along the stable ones. Whereas the unstable
direction coincides with the x axis and the stable one with the y axis
in the multibaker map, they take varying directions in the Lorentz
gases. Hence the difference between the two figures.

1
nl
n ⬅ n共l,l兲 = 共+ + −兲 + 共+ − −兲
2
L

共21兲

and Tn is the incomplete Takagi function 关3兴, which can be
defined through the functional equation, here with y 苸 关0 , 1兴,
Tn共y兲 =

再

y + 21 Tn+1共2y兲,
1−y+

1
2 Tn−1共2y

0 ⱕ y ⬍ 1/2
− 1兲, 1/2 ⱕ y ⬍ 1.

冎

共22兲

This equation can be solved recursively using dyadic expansions of x and the boundary conditions T⫾N/2共x兲 = 0. Notice
that the size l of the jumps ⌳ was extracted from the Takagi
functions and absorbed into x共⬅l ⫻ x / l兲.
We remark that n verifies

n = 21 n−1 + 21 n+1 ,

For x = y = l, the cylinder set corresponds to the whole cell,
Cn ⬅ Cn共l , l兲. The cumulative measure of this set is defined as

n共x,y兲 =

l
2

2
5

(a)

A. Nonequilibrium stationary state

K共⌫兲

3l
4

共16兲

Because B0 is a Bernoulli map, a point ⌫ = 共n , x , y兲 in phase
space may be thought of as coding an infinite sequence of
equiprobable nearest-neighbor jumps both in the past and
future, with initial condition at position nl. Moreover the
variables 共x , y兲 play here the role of the Birkhoff coordinates
共 , 兲 of the Lorentz gas.

+ + − + − −
共⌫兲 =
n共⌫兲l +
+
2
L

l

Ty

with the convention that trajectories end when mapped to n
outside of 兵−N / 2 , . . . , N / 2其. The map is displayed in Fig. 4.
We point out that the multibaker map has a time-reversal
symmetry with respect to the operator S : 共n , x , y兲
哫 共n , l − y , l − x兲, namely, S ⴰ B0 = B−1
0 ⴰ S. The map 关Eq. 共15兲兴
includes a displacement from cell to cell, which we denote
by ⌳,

共23兲

which describes the invariant statistics of a uniform random
walk with jump probabilities 1/2 to nearest neighbors. Given
the length l of the jumps and their rate , the diffusion coefficient for this process is D = l2 / 共2兲. The proper diffusive
scaling is recovered provided  ⬃ l2 when  , l → 0 in the continuum limit.
In the continuum limit, the number of steps that separate
phase points from the boundaries becomes infinite so that the
invariant cumulative measure can be written in terms of the
共complete兲 Takagi function,

n共x,y兲 = n

共20兲

冉冊

xy 共+ − −兲
y
xT
2 +
l
L
l

共N → ⬁兲.

共24兲

The Takagi function 关30兴, displayed in Fig. 5共a兲, is the solution of the functional equation,
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T共y兲 =

再

y + 21 T共2y兲,
1−y+

1
2 T共2y

0 ⱕ y ⬍ 1/2
− 1兲, 1/2 ⱕ y ⬍ 1.

冎
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共25兲

This equation, due to de Rham 关31兴, is one of many equivalent representations of the Takagi function, T共y兲
⬁
2−n兩2ny − 关2ny + 1 / 2兴兩, where 关x兴 stands for the maxi= 兺n=0
mum integer not exceeding x. It is an everywhere continuous
function, but it has no bounded derivative.
The singularity of the fluctuating part of the invariant density 关Eq. 共17兲兴 with respect to the y component can be visualized by measuring the local slopes of the Takagi function.
The dependence on the x component on the other hand is
trivial. The resulting histogram, displayed in Fig. 5共b兲, can
be compared to those shown in Fig. 3 for the Lorentz channel. The main difference is that while the fractal structures
are curved in the open Lorentz system, they are parallel to
the x direction in the multibaker map. The reason is that the
fractal structures are smooth with respect to the unstable directions, which, for the multibaker map, are always directed
along the x axis, while their direction varies from point to
point in the Lorentz system.
B. Continuum limit

As with the Lorentz gas, we let l → 0 and N → ⬁ in the
continuum limit, keeping L = 共N + 1兲l constant. In this limit,
the macroscopic particle density is to be identified with n,
P共Xn = nl兲 = n. On the scale of n, the singular fluctuations
embodied by the Takagi function disappear. However, as argued in 关4兴, these fluctuations are responsible for the positiveness of the entropy production rate, given according to
phenomenology by Eq. 共13兲. We will comeback to this identification in Sec. VI.
V. SPATIALLY PERIODIC SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING
PARTICLES

The results presented in Secs. III and IV for diffusive
systems of noninteracting tracer particles can be extended to
spatially periodic systems of many interacting particles
where tagged particles—assumed to be independent of each
other—undergo a process of self-diffusion. The arguments
below provide an extension to nonequilibrium stationary
states of the results presented in 关9兴 for tagged particle diffusion in interacting particle systems undergoing a relaxation
to equilibrium.
We follow the diffusion of tracer particles in a periodic
array of cells, each containing Q particles, all of them moving with interactions. To this purpose we make the assumption that the density of tracer particles is dilute, so that we
can consider each tracer particle as though it was the only
such particle in each cell at any given time. This is consistent
with processes of self-diffusion and mutual diffusion when
the tracer is not identical to the other particles. The issue of
considering many tagged particles with correlated motions,
such as in a process of color diffusion, will be discussed in
Sec. VII.
Each cell of our system has a finite size domain which is
delimited by periodic boundary conditions. This domain can

Ρ

Ρ

FIG. 6. Example of a spatially periodic system with many interacting particles, with some of them tagged. The tagged particles are
randomly injected at the left 共black兲 and right 共white兲 boundaries
with suitable probabilities ⫾. For purposes of visualization, the
number of tracer particles has been exaggerated, mimicking a dilute
system where different tracers move independently of one another.

for instance be a square in two dimensions or a cube in three
dimensions. The center of mass is taken to be at rest so that
no net current takes place. For the sake of the argument, we
will assume that the periodic array of cells has a cylindrical
structure, extended along one of its spatial dimensions and
periodic otherwise.
The dynamics is thus constructed in a way that it is periodic from one cell to the other. A particle entering one cell
through any of its borders has a corresponding image which
simultaneously leaves that cell through the opposite border,
entering the corresponding neighboring cell. The cells located at the boundaries of the array have however a special
status since some of their borders are not contiguous to a
neighboring cell. Particles can therefore leave the system
through these borders and thus be absorbed, while other particles are correspondingly being injected through the opposite side of the cylinder, entering the corresponding cell
through the opposite border. While this process occurs at
constant rate, it can nevertheless be used to induce a mass
current by simply tagging one of the particles at a time with
prescribed rates of injection into the system. This way a molecular dynamics simulation of tracer particle diffusion in a
spatially extended system can be set up, which involves a
finite number of degrees of freedom only.
Thus consider the cubic box of side l, I
= 关−l / 2 , l / 2兴d 傺 Rd, containing a collection of Q nonoverlapping identical hard sphere particles of total energy E, with
phase-space coordinate ⌫Q,E = 兵共qជ i , pជ i兲其1ⱕiⱕQ, qជ i 苸 I, pជ i 苸 Rd,
兺i p2i / 2 = E. Let Cn denote the phase space of the nth elementary cell on the constant energy surface. The local dynamics,
denoted t⌫Q,E, preserves the microcanonical measure and is
assumed to be chaotic and mixing.
Given a collection of N copies of such a box, which are
placed side by side along the first coordinate axis, the position of a given tracer particle is specified by its coordinate
qជ = 共q1 , . . . , qd兲 within the elementary box, identical to one
out of the Q particles there, and by its lattice position n,
−共N − 1兲 / 2 ⱕ n ⱕ 共N − 1兲 / 2 共we assume N is odd兲, which distinguishes it from its images in the other lattice cells. Its real
coordinate is therefore 共q1 + nl , . . . , qd兲. The flow ⌽t兵n , ⌫Q,E其
acts over the extended system 艛nCn, i.e., on the NQ particles
of the N elementary cells, out of which a single particle—say
the first among Q—has been tagged, the corresponding image being located in cell n, until it moves to a neighboring
cell under the time evolution ⌽t. Figure 6 shows an example
of such a system where the number of tracer particles has
however been exaggerated for visual purposes. We are in-
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deed assuming a dilute limit according to which no correlations take place between tracer particles.
Given tracer injection rates − and + at the left and right
borders, the stationary tracer density is written in a way similar to Eq. 共10兲 in the form

共兵n,⌫Q,E其兲 =

再

+ + − + − −
L共兵n,⌫Q,E其兲
+
2
L
⬁

冎

+ 兺 关L共⌽−tk兵n,⌫Q,E其兲 − L共⌽−tk−1兵n,⌫Q,E其兲兴 .
k=1

共26兲
This density is assumed to be normalized with respect to the
local microcanonical distribution of Q particles per cell, and
the tracer position along the cylinder axis is L共兵n , ⌫Q,E其兲
= nl + q1. We can take the discrete position L instead of the
continuous position along the horizontal axis because both
give equivalent results since the fractal structures appear
through the continuous phase-space dependence of  on
⌫Q,E. The factorization occurs because the tracer dynamics is
a simple passive advection process under the assumption that
tracer particles do not interact. Thus equilibration of the interacting particles takes place regardless of the tracer dynamics.
The tracer density 关Eq. 共26兲兴 is a conditional distribution
of finding a single tagged particle at the phase point ⌫Q,E in
cell n given the relative injection rates at the system’s boundaries. This density is defined with respect to the microcanonical equilibrium distribution in every cell. The continuum
limit is recovered, as with the open Lorentz gas and multibaker map by considering an infinite number of copies of
independent systems, each with a single tagged particle. The
average number of tagged particles as a function of the position along the position coordinate thus yields a macroscopic density which evolves according to the Fokker-Planck
equation 关Eq. 共3兲兴. The tracer dynamics we consider here is
therefore much like a single particle system except for the
dimensionality of the phase-space dynamics. In particular the
diffusion coefficient depends on the collective motion of the
Q interacting particles per periodic cell.
A more physically consistent limit would be to consider
the absence of correlations between tracer particles set in
motion in the same arbitrary large system. However our formalism for the identification of fractal structures in the nonequilibrium stationary states and the computation of the entropy production rate makes systematic use of the strict
spatial periodicity of the dynamics. Its extension to such
more general situation requires appropriate elaborations. We
leave it as a perspective for the time being.

St共Cn兲 = −

冕

⌫苸Cn

d⌫共⌫,t兲关ln 共⌫,t兲 − 1兴,

is preserved by the time evolution, this is not the case for
coarse-grained entropies. This observation has long been understood 共see, e.g., 关32,33兴兲, however the novelty here is that,
even though the system under consideration is Hamiltonian,
the stationary state distribution has a singular density which
forbids the use of an entropy like Eq. 共27兲. Accordingly, the
proper treatment of these phase-space measures requires the
use of coarse-graining methods.
A systematic approach to defining the proper coarsegrained entropy was outlined in 关4,34兴. The idea is that, in
the nonequilibrium stationary state n attached to cell Cn
such as defined in Eq. 共19兲, owing to the singularity of the
invariant density 共⌫兲 = n共d⌫兲 / d⌫, Gibbs entropy 共27兲 is
ill-defined. Instead of integrating the logarithm of this singular density over the infinitesimal volume elements d⌫ in Eq.
共27兲, one should consider a grid of phase space or partition,
G = 兵d⌫ j其, into small volume elements d⌫ j and carry out a
summation over these elements. Thus, given a timedependent state n共d⌫ j , t兲, the entropy associated to cell Cn,
coarse grained with respect that grid, is defined according to

冋

SGt 共Cn兲 = − 兺 n共d⌫ j,t兲 ln
j

册

n共d⌫ j,t兲
−1 .
d⌫ j

共28兲

In particular, one recovers the entropy 关Eq. 共27兲兴 in the limit
where the size of the volume elements of the partition G is
let to zero.
The coarse-grained entropy 关Eq. 共28兲兴 changes in a time
interval  according to
t
⌬St共Cn兲 = SGt 共Cn兲 − SGt−共Cn兲 = S兵d⌫
共Cn兲 − S兵⌽d⌫ 其共⌽Cn兲,
j其
t

j

共29兲
where, in the second equality, the collection of partition elements 兵d⌫ j其 was mapped to 兵⌽d⌫ j其, which forms a partition
⌽G whose elements are typically stretched along the unstable foliations and folded along the stable foliations. The
partitions G and ⌽G are therefore different.
Following 关9兴 and in a way analogous to the phenomenological approach to entropy production 关16兴, the rate of entropy change can be further decomposed into entropy flux
and production terms according to
⌬SGt 共Cn兲 = ⌬eSGt 共Cn兲 + ⌬iSGt 共Cn兲,

共30兲

where the entropy flux is defined as the difference between
the entropy that enters cell Cn and the entropy that exits that
cell,
⌬eSGt 共Cn兲 = S兵⌽d⌫ 其共Cn兲 − S兵⌽d⌫ 其共⌽Cn兲.
t

t

j

j

共31兲

Collecting Eqs. 共29兲–共31兲, the entropy production rate at Cn
measured with respect to the partition G, is identified as
t
⌬iSGt 共Cn兲 = S兵d⌫
共Cn兲 − S兵⌽d⌫ 其共Cn兲.
j其
t

VI. ENTROPY PRODUCTION

j

Though a fine-grained Gibbs-type entropy associated to a
time-dependent phase-space density 共⌫ , t兲,

共27兲

共32兲

This formula is equally valid in the nonequilibrium stationary state.
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This ab initio derivation of the entropy production rate for
nonequilibrium systems with steady mass currents yields results which are in agreement with the phenomenological prescription of thermodynamics. Indeed, as one lets the characteristic sizes of the elements of the partition G to zero, one
finds that the dependence on the choice of partition disappears, and, as we show below, the entropy production rate of
cell Cn 关Eq. 共32兲兴 reduces to the phenomenological entropy
production at corresponding position Xn 关Eq. 共4兲兴.

冋

n共គ k兲 = 2−kn + ⵜ⌬T共គ k兲 = 2−kn 1 +

册

ⵜ k
2 ⌬T共
គ k兲 ,
n
共35兲

where we wrote the local density gradient ⵜ ⬅ 共+ − −兲l / L
គ k兲 = T关y共
គ k兲 / l + 2−k兴 − T关y共
គ k兲 / l兴. Using the funcand ⌬T共
tional equation 关Eq. 共25兲兴, it is straightforward to check that
k−1

គ k兲 = 兺 共1 − 2 j兲,
2k⌬T共

共36兲

j=0

A. Multibaker map

This formalism is particularly transparent for the multibaker map. Referring to Fig. 4 and having in mind that measures are time evolved by the inverse map B−1
0 , it is easy to
see that the bottom horizontal half of cell n is mapped to the
left vertical half of cell n + 1 and, likewise, the top horizontal
half of cell n is mapped to the right vertical half of cell n
− 1. Now the invariant measure 关Eq. 共24兲兴 is uniform with
respect to the x coordinate, which is the expanding direction,
and has a fractal part along the y axis, the contracting direction. Thus the entropy of the vertical half of cell n + 1 is half
of the entropy of cell n + 1, but it is not equal to the entropy
of the bottom or top horizontal halves of that cell, at least not
with respect to the same partition.
This observation yields the identification of the entropy
production rate, namely, the difference between the entropies
of that cell, measured at two different levels of resolution,
one with respect to volumes d⌫ = dxdy and the other with
respect to volumes d⌫⬘ = dx⬘dy ⬘, where dy ⬘ is twice as large
as dy and dx⬘ half as large as dx.
To be precise, given a resolution level 2−k, k 苸 N, we consider the collection of cylinder sets d⌫k共y j兲 = 兵共x , y兲 兩 y j ⱕ y
ⱕ y j + 2−kl其, j = 1 , . . . , 2k, with y j = 2−k共j − 1兲l, which partition
the square into 2k horizontal slabs of widths 2−kl, and, by
analogy with Eq. 共28兲, define the k entropy of cell n to be
2k

再

Sk共Cn兲 = − 兺 n关d⌫k共y j兲兴 ln
j=1

冎

n关d⌫k共y j兲兴
− 1 . 共33兲
2−k

According to Eq. 共32兲, the k-entropy production rate per unit
time is
1
⌬iSk共Cn兲 = 关Sk共Cn兲 − Sk+1共Cn兲兴

2k+1

=

兺
j=1

2n关d⌫k+1共y j兲兴
,
n关d⌫k+1共y j兲兴ln
n关d⌫k共y j/2兲兴

which, up to the scale l, is the displacement associated to
points in the cylinder set d⌫共
គ k兲. Two identities are immediate,
2k⌬T共
គ k兲 = 0,
兺
គ
k

2k⌬T共
គ k兲2 = k.
兺
គ

共37兲

k

Substituting this expression into Eq. 共34兲, we arrive, after
expanding in powers of the density gradient, to the expression
⌬iSk共Cn兲 =

1 共ⵜ兲2
2 n
⫻

=

再兺

គ k+1

2k+1关⌬T共
គ k+1兲兴2 − 兺 2k关⌬T共
គ k兲兴2
គ k

1 共ⵜ兲2
l 2 共  + −  −兲 2
=
.
2 n
2L2
n

冎
共38兲

Identifying the diffusion coefficient D = l2D / , with D
⬅ 1 / 2 as the diffusion coefficient associated to the binary
random walk, we recover the phenomenological entropy production rate 关Eq. 共13兲兴 for the macroscopic position variable
X = nl / L,
lim ⌬iSk共Cn兲 =

,l→0

diS共Xn = nl兲
dt

,

共39兲

where the limit  , l → 0 is taken with the ratio l2 /  fixed.
B. Lorentz gas

共34兲

where the index j / 2 is the largest integer above j / 2.
The thermodynamic entropy production rate is recovered
in the continuum limit, whereby the local gradients tend to
zero and k can be arbitrarily large.
To verify this, we consider the symbolic sequences 
គk
⬅ 兵0 , . . . , k−1其,  j 苸 兵0 , 1其 associated to the 2k points y j
−j−1
through the dyadic expansions y j = y共
គ k兲 = 兺k−1
 j.
j=0 2
គ k, the invariant meaIn terms of the symbolic sequences 
sure associated to the cylinder set d⌫共
គ k兲 ⬅ d⌫关y共
គ k兲兴 becomes, using Eq. 共24兲,

This computation transposes verbatim to the nonequilibrium stationary state of the Lorentz gas 关Eq. 共10兲兴, whose
entropy production rate is computed as follows.
Let M be a partition of C, the phase space of the collision
map, into nonoverlapping sets A j, M = 艛 jA j. We assume that
each element of the partition is contained in a cell Cn, i.e.,
∀j ∃ n : A j 傺 Cn. There is thus a subcollection Mn of cells A j
which partition Cn, Cn = 艛 j:A j苸MnA j. Moreover we assume
all the partitions Mn are isomorphic, which is to say they can
be obtained from one another by translation.
We construct such a partition of the phase space associated to cell n by dividing up Cn into sets A j according to the
displacements of points ⌫ 苸 A j, such as shown in Fig. 7.
Thus a k partition Mkn of Cn is a collection of sets
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Ξ

1

1
共គ k兲

冕

⬁

A共គ k兲

d⌫E

1
兺 关x共⌽−t j⌫E兲 − x共⌽−t j−1⌫E兲兴 ⯝ ␦共គ k兲,
l j=1
共44兲

0

1
Π

 Π2

Π
2

0

Π

Φ

FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 The partition of a unit cell of the open
periodic Lorentz gas constructed upon two iterations of the collision
map. The borders of the elements of the partition are the lines of
discontinuity of the collision map in the 共 , 兲 plane. Each point of
the curves belongs to a trajectory that grazes a disk in one or two
iterates.

A共0 , . . . , k−1兲 of points ⌫ which have coherent horizontal
displacements for the first k steps. These displacements are
គ k which, in this case, take
coded by sequences of symbols 
at most 12 possible values, corresponding to the 12 possible
transitions to the nearest- and next-nearest-neighboring
disks. However, unlike with Bernoulli processes, not all symbol sequences are allowed so that the number of sets in the
partition Mkn is much less than 12k. This is referred to as
pruning 关35,36兴.
Assuming  j 苸 兵1 , . . . , 12其, we define a共 j兲 as the displacement along the horizontal axis corresponding to the label  j, and

which we expect to hold provided k is large. This quantity
therefore plays, for the nonequilibrium stationary state of the
Lorentz gas, a role similar to that played under the same
គ k兲 /  共 
គ k兲 关Eq. 共36兲兴 for the multibaker
conditions by ⌬T共
map. Indeed the difference between the two sides of Eq. 共44兲
is O共1兲. Under this condition and assuming l Ⰶ 1, we thus
write

冋

共គ k兲 = 共គ k兲n 1 +

册

+ − − l
␦共គ k兲 ,
n L

共45兲

which can be compared to Eq. 共35兲. When k is large, identities similar to Eq. 共37兲 hold for ␦共
គ k兲,

共គ k兲␦共គ k兲 = 0,
兺
គ
k

共គ k兲␦共គ k兲2 = 2Dk,
兺
គ

共46兲

k

where the diffusion coefficient D is that of the random walk
on half integer lattice sites associated to the displacements
គ k兲.
关Eq. 共40兲兴 with weights 共
The computation of the entropy production rate 关Eq. 共32兲兴
then proceeds along the lines of Eq. 共38兲, with a similar
result

k−1

␦共គ k兲 ⬅ 兺 a共 j兲,

共40兲

⌬iSk共Cn兲 =

j=0

which, up to the local length scale l, is the displacement
associated to the sequence 
គ k, measured with respect to the
position of the scatterers.
The measure associated to these sets is defined by

共គ k兲 =

冕

A共គ k兲

d⌫共⌫兲,

共41兲

where  is the invariant density associated to the flux boundary conditions 关Eq. 共10兲兴. Inserting this expression into Eq.
共41兲, we may write

共គ k兲 = n共គ k兲 +
− x共⌽

−tk−1

+ − −
L

冕

A共គ k兲

⬁

d⌫E 兺 关x共⌽−tk⌫E兲

C. Interacting particle system

Here, as in Ref. 关9兴, we assume a partition of phase space
in sets A j sufficiently small that all points in them have particle No. 1 flowing through the same sequence of cells over a
large time interval, i.e., such that the set of points ⌽−A j are
in the same cell when projected along the coordinate of particle No. 1, with 0 ⱕ  ⱕ T. The corresponding location is
L共⌽−兵n , ⌫Q,E其兲, ⌫Q,E 苸 A j. We define the displacement
d共⌫Q,E,t兲 = L共⌽−t兵n,⌫Q,E其兲 − nl

共42兲

共A j兲 = n共A j兲 +

共43兲

គ k兲 = 兰A共គ k兲d⌫E is the volume measure associated to the
and 共
គ k兲, with 共
គ k兲 = 0 whenever 
គ k is a pruned sequence.
set A共
We claim that we can make the approximation

共48兲

and write the nonequilibrium stationary state as

where

+ + −
nl
n =
+ 共  + −  −兲
2
L

共47兲

in agreement with the phenomenological expression 关Eq.
共13兲兴 with diffusion coefficient D = l2D /  and position Xn
= nl / 2.

k=1

⌫E兲兴,

l 2D 共  + −  −兲 2
,
L2
n

+ − −
L

冕

d⌫Q,Ed共⌫Q,E,T兲,

共49兲

Aj

where the volume measure 共A j兲 is the microcanonical measure of the periodic system of Q particles. The integral in this
expression encodes the fluctuating part of the nonequilibrium
stationary state. In analogy to Eq. 共44兲, we can write
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␦共A j兲 =

1
共A j兲

冕

d⌫Q,Ed共⌫Q,E,T兲

共50兲

Aj

in terms of which we have the identities

兺j 共A j兲␦共A j兲 = 0,
兺j 共A j兲␦共A j兲2 = 2DT,

共51兲

which, apart for their dimensions, are similar to Eqs. 共37兲
and 共46兲.
Proceeding as with the multibaker map and Lorentz gas,
we have the entropy production rate
⌬iST共Cn兲 =

D 共  + −  −兲 2
L2

n

,

共52兲

independently of the resolution scale set by the time parameter T.
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have considered a large class of diffusive
deterministic systems with volume-preserving chaotic dynamics and established the fractality of the nonequilibrium
stationary states which result from the stochastic injection of
particles at the systems’ absorbing boundaries.
The natural nonequilibrium invariant measure of these
systems is characterized by a phase-space density which is
the stationary state of a Liouville or Perron-Frobenius operator with flux boundary conditions, which account for the
presence of particle reservoirs. This density naturally splits
into regular and singular parts. The regular part has a local
equilibrium form, uniform with respect to the scale of macroscopic variables. It is the natural counterpart on phase
space of the solution of the macroscopic transport equation
under nonequilibrium boundary conditions, displaying a linear density gradient. In contrast, the singular part varies noncontinuously on microscopic scales, reflecting the sensitive
dependence on initial conditions, and has no macroscopic
counterpart.
The fundamental achievement of this paper is to have
exhibited the universal features of the nonequilibrium stationary states of simple low-dimensional deterministic models of diffusion, which are shared by higher dimensional spatially periodic systems modeling tagged particle diffusion. As
already pointed out in 关25兴, the fractality of the nonequilibrium stationary states is the key to a systematic computation
of the positive entropy production rate. Indeed the fractality
of phase-space distributions imposes the use of coarsegraining techniques in order to define the entropy. The coarse
graining of phase space into partitions of sets of strictly positive volumes results into an entropy which is generally not
constant in time. The decomposition of the time evolution of

such coarse-grained entropies into entropy flux and entropy
production terms provides a framework in which the positiveness of the entropy production rate can be rigorously
established. Furthermore, in the macroscopic limit, two key
results are obtained: 共i兲 the entropy production rate is independent of the coarse graining in the limit of arbitrarily fine
phase-space graining and 共ii兲 its value is identical to the phenomenological rate of entropy production, according to thermodynamics.
In this respect, this paper helps clarify a point that had
been overlooked in previous works. Under the diffusive scaling limit, the local particle density gradient is a natural small
parameter in the continuous limit: fixing the injection rates
and system size, we let the spacing between cells go to zero
in order to obtain the macroscopic limit. With the identification of this small parameter, it is straightforward to verify
that the computations of the entropy production of the nonequilibrium stationary states, whether of multibaker maps,
Lorentz gases, or spatially periodic systems, all yield leading
contributions consistent with the prescription of thermodynamics.
As we have pointed out, the formalism we use relies systematically on the spatial periodicity of the dynamics, especially with regard to identifying the rate of entropy production. Though this periodicity is convenient as it enables one
to clearly identify a separation of scales between microscopic
and macroscopic motions, it is a rather restrictive and ultimately undesirable feature of our models. One would rather
describe the diffusive motion of dilute tracer particles in arbitrary systems. It is our hope that this work helps set the
stage to achieve this more ambitious goal in future works.
As mentioned in Sec. I, this paper is the first of two. In the
companion paper 关19兴, we consider the influence of an external field on spatially periodic diffusive volume-preserving
systems, i.e., forced systems in which no dissipative mechanism is present. As proved by Chernov and Dolgopyat 关22兴,
such systems are recurrent in the sense that tracer particles
keep coming back to the region of near zero velocity where
all the energy is transferred into potential energy, so that no
net current takes place. We show that these systems remain
diffusive, albeit with a velocity-dependent diffusion coefficient which alters the usual scaling laws and consider their
statistical properties in some details.
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